The dewbie is a new product that focuses on quickly and
inexpensively re-hydrating dry cannabis. Infinitely reusable, this
handcrafted stone is made from Canadian material in Calgary, and
packaged in a drawstring hemp bag. Requiring only water to recharge and made of natural material, the dewbie is literally good for
1000+ years of daily use!
IT’S EASY TO USE - JUST ADD WATER







Soak dewbie in water for 30 to 60 seconds (or just add a few drops to obtain low
humidity for maintaining a moisture balanced stash)
Dab dry then nestle dewbie against dried buds for roughly 10 minutes per gram*
Remove dewbie when no longer needed to avoid over-hydrating (unless using dewbie
to maintain moisture balance – see related discussion, below)
Works best at room temperature
Can be easily cleaned (soap & water/rinse)

*Length of time depends on numerous factors and it's safe to leave the dewbie in weed
indefinitely when suitable.

FAQ
How long should I soak the dewbie for? The dewbie will soak up about 2 grams of water over 2
minutes, but absorbs the majority of that within the first 30 seconds. You can also opt to add only
a few droplets of water to a dry dewbie, if using the dewbie to maintain cannabis that is already at
a satisfactory moisture level.
How long should I leave it in my weed? That will be determined by how much bud you’re rehydrating, how dry it is to begin with, what you are storing it in, and the desired final moisture
content. Generally, a dewbie will refresh a couple of grams in about 20 minutes using a small jar
with an airtight lid, but a really dried quarter ounce can take an hour or two. In the case of an
ounce, rehydration may take 8 hours or more. However, 28 grams of dry cannabis turns into
nearly 30 grams of fluffy herb, overnight!
Can/Should I leave the dewbie in my stash? In the case above whereby you've re-hydrated an
ounce to nearly 30 grams, you can leave the "waning" dewbie in with the herb while smoking the
contents of the jar. In this way, you are maintaining hydration despite many openings of the
container. THAT SAID, if you were to leave a well-soaked dewbie (i.e., 1 or 2 grams of water) in a
sealed container with a relatively small amount of cannabis for too long (say 7 grams for 8 hours),
you risk over-hydrating your stash. Should this happen, simply air dry/leave the lid off of your
stash until satisfied.
-

What about replacing Boveda/Integra Packs? As you can see, the dewbie can be
used to either augment or replace RH packs.
o
In the former, by providing hyper-speed re-hydration followed by the
removal and replacement of the dewbie by a RH pack to maintain moisture
level during the consumption of the herb.
o In the latter, by applying a “relative wetting” to the dewbie (eg. 3 or 4 drops
of water to maintain an eighth of an ounce; a full soaking of the stone for a
quarter pound), relative humidity is easily maintainable but may require
some ‘learning’ on behalf of the dewbie’s owner.

Can I use my dewbie to dry weed? Yes, a completely dry dewbie will help to draw moisture out of
organic material and the like. It won't, however, fix weed that went thru the washing machine...To
be absolutely certain that your dewbie is completely dry, place it in a warm or hot oven for an
hour or two to dry it out (otherwise, a couple of days on the counter should easily do it).

Important Points of Product/Market Comparison:
-

-

The dewbie can either replace or work with RH packs, but is infinitely reusable, NOT
chemical based (made of clay, only – easily returnable to mother earth), envirofriendly (packaging is made from hemp and post-consumer waste kraft cardboard –
did we mention that clay is all natural?). And with our locally sourced material (i.e.,
Alberta clay) we lower our manufacturing carbon footprint.
The dewbie may be most comparable to RAW’s Hydrostone; differences are as
follows:
o The dewbie is made in Canada, and is handmade.
o The dewbie comes in a handy hemp bag to keep it safe and on-hand
o Thicker, bigger, stronger, almost unbreakable and holds more H2O, plus, the
dewbie feels better in the hand and works better/faster.

Another point - some people infuse their cannabis by adding essential oils to their dewbie. We
think this is a great idea, but over time, the pores within the dewbie will become clogged and may
necessitate the replacement of the stone for it to perform as a re-hydrator.
More information about the dewbie (including a short video), its maker, and other secrets to the
universe found at www.thedevilslettuceshop.com. Thank you for making the choice to support
this product and what it stands for.

